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THE ARABOGRAPHIC SCRIPT OF THE INGUSH.
A LETTER FROM THE FRONT
Written monuments of Ingushetia, composed in Ingush
language with the help of the alphabet, developed on the
basis of the Arabic script, contain important historical and
cultural information. At the same time the Arabographic
The usage of the Arabic script in communicating their native speech by the Ingush goes centuries back. The Ingush
Arabographic alphabet was broadly used even by common ordinary people.
The letter joining in words traditional for the Arabic
script was not observed strictly in the Ingush environment.
Only a small portion of the literate, who acquired deeper
education, had an opportunity to master the rules of the
Arabic script. ujra schools (“room” in Arabic, “school”
in Ingush) oftentimes lacked even in regular writing materials. ujras alongside local mosques frequently used sharpened sticks by means of which they drew in
the sand, pronouncing the sounds beforehand [1].
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Ingush sounds depicted in written language with the help of the Arabic script. Using this
the lack of a special letter for the purpose of depicting an
” in order to indicate both “zh” and “dzh”. The communication of “s”
and “z” was imperfect, too. Common people could write
“ ”, “ ”, “ ” for the depiction of the Ingush “s” with no
particular difference from depicting the Ingush “z” with
“ ”, “ ”, “ ”. Educated people usually chose “ ” and “ ”
correspondingly for the Ingush “s” and “z”.
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Ingush sounds as presented with the help of Arabic
script and created by Ingush
in addition to the
standard Arabic alphabet.
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In writing local
scholars (
) strictly observed the rules of connection of Arabic letters in words.
Their script sharply differed from the written language of
the majority. The main part of the literate had only the
Two writing styles were distinguished in the Ingush
environment: sh (derived from the name of the city of
Temir-Kh Sh
(derived from the name of
Egypt — Mi
mostly copied in the sh
writing style. These types of
copies were used for the purpose of education in ujra.
The general body of the literate Ingush received elementary education with their help. The
style, without
indicating diacritical marks, was used by those who received a deeper specialized education (
).
The sh style was used in writing letters to the Caucasus by the Ingush
s, who abandoned their mothwere written with the same writing style. It was also used
in creating epitaphs on the tombstones and in communigush language in Arabic script was used in writing letters
home from a foreign land also because such a letter practically could not be read by the censorship [2].
Numerous religious
the help of this script, as well as translated works on morujra schools, of course, did not have classes and
educational programs similar to the ones we have now.
Knowledge transfer was implemented by means of studying of the certain set of books. It needs to be noted, howthe spread of literacy among the Ingush (
).
Arabic script was also used in the letters of the Ingush, who were going home from the battlefronts of the

